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Abstract
Biomolecule dysfunction, such as protein or sugar, is an important problem in biotechnology because it enables cellular
understanding character in the ideal environment of living things. Here the poly coating (4-ethynyl-pxylylene-co-p-xylylene) is
made with Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) polymerization to bind to bioactive molecules the face of the story. CVD film size
controls are available reached by adjusting the pre-existing value used for installation. Copper catalyzed Huisgen cycloaddition
is then micro contact printing to disable various biomolecules in active coatings. The selection of this click on the chemistry
reaction will be ensure a localized mixture controlled by fluorescent sugars that understand molecules (lectins) and cell adhesion
peptide pattern. In addition, microstructured coating can withstand multiple chemical reactions per click developed with two
consecutive steps of CVD. Poly (4-ethynyl-p-xylylene-co-p-xylylene) and poly (4-formyl-p-xylylene-co-p-xylylene) patterned by
micropattering assisted by the vapor in the letters of the type (VAMPIR).

Introduction
Huisgen cycloaddition combination and a carbonyl-hydrazide compound was used to regulate sugar suspension in the area
below the pattern. This work opens up new ideas in the formulation of reduced, multi-functional materials that can be
chemically oriented by bio-orthogonal used as an imitation of the natural environment of cells. Over the decades, advanced
biomaterials have become more widespread are designed for medical applications. High performance The tool determines the
interaction between the abiotic property and living body. Available in nature, peptides, sugars, and other ligands of
recognition play a major role participate in many biological events. For example, they may wake up some tapes to show
inside the cell and imitate cell receptor functions influence cell adhesion or increase.2 As a result, mimic this rich
biomolecular environment is required for advanced cellular understanding ethics and procedures. Geographically controlled
distribution of biomolecules and the development of cell culture substrates they require stable areas, but which can be done.3
Various areas Engineering techniques are therefore a major focus of material scientists. Redeeming of land structures, while
preserving the physical and mechanical structures of the masses material, represents a good way to build living things. In this
context, chemical input (CVD) polymerization is a powerful moisture-free process that provides energy facial modification.
Stable, uniform stability produced in a wide range of substrates including triple scaffolds and heat exchangers. active
gradients of the film. The role of CVD clothing is the introduction of the active groups were able to deal with the
biomolecular target filtration chemicals. Getting a visual, covalent interface integration of biomolecules with active groups
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present in top is a popular strategy. Active groups, traditionally or made of biomolecules, can be used as partners working
with weak ligands. Such a biomolecular the benefits of detoxification in chemical reactions that are size, very specific, and
tolerates a lot of performance groups, as a click-through response. CVD polymerization was recently used to create a
copolymer covering including alkyne and aldehyde groups for the coimmobilization of two distinct biomolecules. 39 No
work has ever integrated spatio-selective microstructuring with multiple, different click chemical processes on a single CVD
coating.
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